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NN/LM Mission
The mission of the National Network of Libraries of Medicine (NN/LM) is to advance the progress of medicine and improve the public health by: 1) providing all U.S. health professionals with equal access to biomedical information; and, 2) improving the public’s access to information to enable them to make informed decisions about their health. The Program is coordinated by the National Library of Medicine and carried out through a nationwide network of health science libraries and information centers.

Massachusetts
- Membership: 89 full members; 127 affiliate members
- Subcontract: Greater Springfield HIV/AIDS Outreach Project
- Library: University of Massachusetts Medical School

 Vermont
- Membership: 13 full members; 22 affiliate members
- Library: University of Vermont

 Connecticut
- Membership: 50 full members; 48 affiliate members
- Library: Hartford Hospital

 New Hampshire
- Membership: 35 full members; 22 affiliate members
- Library: New Hampshire AME/RC and Exeter Hospital Regional Medical Center

 Rhode Island
- Membership: 18 full members; 17 affiliate members
- Library: Rhode Island Hospital and Brown University

 Maine
- Membership: 49 full members; 25 affiliate members
- Library: Franklin Community Health Network

 These programs have been funded by the National Library of Medicine under contract (5H13LM000183) with the University of Massachusetts Medical School in Worcester.